Unviable Options

Why are these schemes not viable?
Our investigations have determined that these
options have the potential to make flood risk
worse in some scenarios.
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Proposed diversion channel
This option aimed to prevent flooding by restricting flow within
the River Ash and allowing the floodplain to operate at smaller
flood events.
The option proposed using an upstream flow control structure on
the channel which would reduce flow and push water onto the
land to the west.
A structure on the downstream extent would limit flow backing up
the river from the south. The existing embankment on the right
bank would have been increased to prevent over topping from
the land.
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Proposed flood storage area
This option aimed to prevent flooding by restricting flow from the
upstream catchment.
A restriction in the channel would have increased use of the
floodplain upstream of the village. This would limit flow
downstream.
The option proposed using an upstream flow control structureon
the channel to reduce flow and push water into the field to the
west.
The embankment would have formed 'dam' to retain the water
on the upstream field.

Existing hand-dug holes in
embankment
Presently there are a number of holes in the existing earth embankment.
It is possible that these have a positive impact on flood risk to properties in
Violet’s Lane during smaller flood events of up to 20% probability, slightly
lowering peak flood levels.
Flood modelling indicates that in the larger 1% probability event the holes can
potentially increase the risk of flooding; this is because the field on the right bank
can become drowned out with flood water, reducing storage available during the
peak of the flood event and so exacerbating flood risk. The increase in flooding
could be up to 20cm to the homes on Violet’s Lane.

